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Presentation Roadmap

I. The Final Disability Claims Procedure Rules – How did we get here and when 
are they effective?

II. Which Plans May Be Affected by the Rules?

III. Who is Responsible for Complying with the Rules?

IV. What do the Final Rules Require?
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The Final Disability Claims Procedure 
Rules – How did we get here 
and when are they effective?
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ERISA Section 503

In accordance with regulations of the Secretary, every employee benefit plan 
shall–

1. provide adequate notice in writing to any participant or beneficiary whose 
claim for benefits under the plan has been denied, setting forth the specific 
reasons for such denial, written in a manner calculated to be understood by 
the participant, and 

2. afford a reasonable opportunity to any participant whose claim for benefits 
has been denied for a full and fair review by the appropriate named fiduciary 
of the decision denying the claim. 
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Claims Regulation History

• First promulgated in 1977 and enhanced effective January 1, 2002

• Claims under plans that provide disability benefits, as well as claims 
under group health plans, have historically been held to higher 
standards than claims under other ERISA-covered plans.
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Enhanced Medical and Disability Claims Standards 
Since 2002

• Accelerated time periods for initial claim decisions (outer limit of 45 
days for disability and 15-30 days for non-urgent group health care, 
compared to 90 days for other claims)

• Accelerated time periods for appeal decisions (outer limit of 45 days 
for disability and 30-60 days for non-urgent group health care, 
compared to 60 days for other claims)

• Additional information required in denial notices regarding internal 
rules, guidelines or protocols relied upon in making decisions and any 
medical necessity or experimental treatment exclusions
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Enhanced Medical and Disability Claims Standards 
Since 2002 – (continued)

• Additional “full and fair” review processes, including 
• a minimum 180 day appeal period
• The review on appeal may not provide deference to the initial decision
• The review on appeal must be conducted by an appropriate named fiduciary of the plan who is 

neither the individual who made the denial, nor the subordinate of such individual
• If an appeal that is based in whole or in part on medical judgment, including determinations with 

regard to whether a particular treatment, drug, or other item is experimental, investigational, or 
not medically necessary or appropriate, the appropriate named fiduciary must consult with a 
health care professional who has appropriate training and experience in the field of medicine 
involved in the medical judgment and who is neither an individual who was consulted in 
connection with the denial, nor the subordinate of any such individual  

• The plan must identify, upon request, any medical or vocational experts whose advice was 
obtained on behalf of the plan in connection with the denial, without regard to whether the advice 
was relied upon in making the benefit determination
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Affordable Care Act - 2010

• New claims standards applicable to major medical plans only 

• Found in Public Health Service Act Section 2719 (and mirrored in ERISA 
and the Internal Revenue Code)

• Additional standards include:
• Rules apply to rescissions of coverage
• Expedited review of urgent care
• Access to new information considered on appeal, or new rationale for decision, 

provided in advance of appeal with opportunity to respond
• No hiring based on likelihood of supporting denial
• Culturally and linguistically appropriate notices
• External review process
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Ongoing Challenges for Disability Claimants

• New rationales for benefit denials posed for the first time on appeal 
(e.g. new medical or vocational reviews) with no opportunity to 
respond

• No rights to obtain information forming the basis for the denial; 
cannot develop adequate record for review by court

• Limited deference to findings by Social Security Administration

• Uncertain deadlines for claim and appeal filings - resulting in 
confusion and missed deadlines
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DOL Recognizes Need for Disability Enhancements

• 2012 Study finds that from 2006-2010 long-term disability claims 
accounted for 64.5% of benefits litigation

• ERISA Advisory Council issues report: Managing Disability Risks in an 
Environment of Individual Responsibility, recommends changes to 
address:
• Content of claims denial

• Adequate opportunity to develop the record

• Retroactive rescissions of approved benefits

• Conflicts between claims process and ability to bring suit
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Disability Claims Regulations

• Proposed November 18, 2015

• Finalized December 19, 2016, effective for claims for disability 
benefits filed on or after January 1, 2018

• On November 29, 2017, effective date postponed, regulations now 
effective for claims for disability benefits filed on or after April 1, 
2018
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Which Benefit Plans are Affected by the 
Disability Claims Procedures?
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Which Benefit Plans are Affected by the Disability 
Claims Procedures?

• In order for the disability claims procedure rules to apply, both of the 
following must be true:

1. The plan must be subject to ERISA’s claims procedures; and

2. The plan must make disability determinations that affect plan 
benefits
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Which Benefit Plans are Affected by the Disability 
Claims Procedures?
• If the benefit plan is an “employee welfare benefit plan” or “employee pension 

benefit plan” under ERISA Section 3, ERISA’s claims procedures generally apply

• ERISA provides certain benefit plans with exceptions from many of its provisions 
including the claims procedure rules; examples include:
• Church plans

• Governmental plans

• Benefits that qualify as payroll practices 

• Benefits that qualify for ERISA’s “voluntary plan” exception

Note:  These benefit plans must generally comply with applicable state law as ERISA 
pre-emption does not apply.
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Which Benefit Plans are Affected by the Disability 
Claims Procedures?
• Assuming there is no conflict with applicable state law, it is typical to see 

otherwise exempt plans voluntarily complying with ERISA’s claims procedures in 
whole or in part for two primary reasons:

1. An insurance carrier or third party administrator (TPA) is administering the claims and 
appeals process and is mirroring ERISA’s claims procedures to help standardize its 
administrative responsibilities across its book of business

2. Following ERISA’s procedures is a good defense against a claim that the plan failed to 
provide an adequate review procedure
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Who is Liable for Compliance?

• ERISA requires the benefit plan establish and maintain the required 
claims procedures

• Single employer plans – This will be the responsibility of the plan administrator 

• Multiemployer plans – This will be the responsibility of the board of trustees or other 
designated entity

• Authority and liability can be delegated
• An entity with discretionary authority to make final benefit determinations has liability even 

without a formal or agreed-upon delegation of authority

• A final benefit determination does not include voluntary appeal rights (e.g. voluntary 
external review)
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Who is Liable for Compliance?

• Fully insured plans  
• All discretionary authority over the claims and appeals process and resulting liability should belong 

to the insurance carrier

• An employer will want contractual protection that the insurance carrier will follow applicable law 
(with indemnification); additional state law claims procedures may apply

• Self insured plans
• The TPA or other third party may agree to a delegation of authority to make final benefit 

determinations

• An employer will want contractual protection that the TPA will follow applicable law (with 
indemnification)
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Plans that may be Affected by the Disability 
Claims Procedures
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Disability Plans

• Obviously, disability plans make disability determinations affecting plan 
benefits 

• Many short term disability plans qualify for ERISA’s payroll practice 
exception and do not have to comply with the disability claims 
procedures (state law claims procedures may apply)
• Fully insured or funded disability plans are generally subject to the disability claims procedures

• Fully insured plans may be subject to additional claims procedures under state law 

• Funded means benefits are paid from a trust or from assets otherwise segregated from the 
employer’s general assets
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Group Health Plans

• Frequent disability determinations related to group health plans 
affecting plan benefits: 
• Disabled employees or former employees –
• Continued eligibility in a plan or eligibility for retiree coverage based on a disability determination 

by the plan will subject the plan to the rules

• Eligibility based on a disability determination made by a separate disability plan or a Social 
Security Administration (SSA) determination is not a determination by the plan and the rules will 
not apply to the group health plan 
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Group Health Plans

• Disabled dependents – Plans frequently permit disabled 
dependents to remain eligible past the plan’s limiting age
• These disability determinations are rarely tied to a determination made “outside” the group health 

plan

• Compare the following two examples:

1. An employee applies for continuing eligibility for a dependent who has reached the limiting age 
as a disabled dependent, is denied, and the dependent is dropped from coverage.

2. The TPA denies payment for a disabled dependent’s claim on the grounds that the dependent 
did not qualify as disabled when the claim was incurred. 

• However unlikely, does the group health plan have a disability claims procedure?

Note:  The disability claims procedures did not cause this.  
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Group Health Plans

• COBRA disability extension – This extension is tied to a SSA 
determination and is not a disability determination made by the group 
health plan

• Fully insured plans may be subject to additional claims procedures 
under state law 
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Other Welfare Benefits

• Frequent disability determinations related to other welfare benefits 
affecting plan benefits:
• Certain specified benefits under the plan

• Waiver of premium

• Service credit

• Many of these will be fully insured
• Fully insured plans may be subject to additional claims procedures under state law 

• A number of ancillary benefits may qualify for ERISA’s voluntary plan exception under 29 CFR 
Section 2510.3-1(j) meaning only state law will apply
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Retirement Plans

• Frequent disability determinations related to retirement plans affecting 
plan benefits: 
• Disabled employees or former employees –
• Service credit, eligibility to receive specified benefits under the plan, or other provisions based on 

a disability determination by the plan will subject the plan to the rules

• Benefits based on a disability determination made by a separate disability plan or a SSA
determination is not a determination by the plan and the rules will not apply to the retirement 
plan 
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Retirement Plans

• If disability determinations are made by an insurance carrier or TPA
under a separate disability plan and the plan changes insurance carriers 
or TPAs, the plan should confirm that the disability criteria used by the 
new insurance carrier or TPA:

1. Does not result in a prohibited cutback because one or more participants lose 
“disabled” status under the plan without a change in condition or circumstances

2. Does not affect benefit accruals resulting in an ERISA Section 204(h) notice event

Note:  Both of these outcomes are unlikely but are worth confirmation.
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What do the Final Rules Require?
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Overview of the Final Rules

• 81 Fed. Reg. 92316 (Dec. 19, 2016), amending 29 C.F.R. § 2560.503-1.

• Notice and disclosure enhancements
• Additional information in denial letters

• Discussion of the decision 

• Access to claim file and internal protocols

• Notice of new evidence and opportunity to respond before adverse decision

• Culturally and linguistically appropriate notices

• Process enhancements
• Independence and impartiality of claim adjudicators

• Strict adherence to claims rules / deemed exhaustion

• Additional coverage restrictions treated as adverse benefit determinations
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Notice and Disclosure Enhancements

Additional Information in Denial Letters

For claims submitted on and after April 1, 2018, all claim and appeal denial 
letters must:

• Include a statement that claimant is entitled to receive, upon request and 
free of charge, reasonable access to, and copies of, all documents 
records, and other information relevant to the claim
• Previously, this statement was only required for appeal denial letters

• DOL explains “such a statement in the initial denial notice simply confirms rights 
claimants already have under the current claims regulation and will help ensure 
claimants understand their right of access to the information needed to understand 
the reasons for the denial and decide whether and how they may challenge the 
denial on appeal.” 81 Fed. Reg. 92316, 92324 (Dec. 19, 2016) (underscore added)
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Notice and Disclosure Enhancements

Additional Information in Denial Letters

For claims submitted on and after April 1, 2018, all appeal denial letters must:
• In addition to stating claimant’s right to bring an action under ERISA Section 502(a), describe any 

contractual limitation period applicable to claimant’s right to bring an action, including the 
calendar date on which the contractual limitation period expires
• Although regulations do not dictate any specific contractual limitation period, DOL states, “A limitations period that 

expires before the conclusion of the plan’s internal appeals process on its face violates ERISA section 503’s 
requirement of a full and fair review process.” 81 Fed. Reg. at 92330

• DOL believes obligation to disclose contractual limitation periods applies generally, not just to 
disability claims
• “Although the final rule provision is technically applicable only to disability benefit claims, . . ., the Department 

believes that notices of adverse benefit determinations on review for other benefit types would be required to 
include some disclosure about any applicable contractual limitations period. What would be sufficient will depend 
on the controlling judicial precedent and the individual facts and circumstances, but the Department would 
consider the inclusion of the [contractual limitation period and expiration date] to be an appropriate disclosure for 
all plan types.” 81 Fed. Reg. at 92331
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Notice and Disclosure Enhancements

Discussion of the Decision

• Include a “more complete” discussion of why the plan denied the claim 
and the standards applied in making the decision

• DOL describes the “discussion of the decision” requirement as “an appropriate 
way of reinforcing the need for plan fiduciaries to administer the plan's claims 
procedure in a way that is transparent and that encourages an appropriate 
dialogue between a claimant and the plan regarding adverse benefit 
determinations that ERISA and the current claims procedure regulation 
contemplate.”  81 Fed. Reg. at 92320
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Notice and Disclosure Enhancements

Discussion of the Decision

• Explain the plan’s basis for disagreeing with or not following: 

1) the views presented to the plan of health care professionals treating the claimant 
or vocational professionals who evaluated the claimant

• Insufficient for the plan or reviewing physician merely to state the plan or physician disagrees 
with or rejects the treating or evaluating professional’s views – the plan must discuss the basis
for disagreeing with those views

2) the views of any medical or vocational experts whose advice was obtained on 
behalf of the plan, without regard to whether the plan relied upon the views and 
advice in making the decision on the claim or appeal

3) any disability determination made by the Social Security Administration regarding 
the claimant, if presented to the plan in connection with the claim
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Notice and Disclosure Enhancements

Discussion of the Decision

• For a denial based on a medical necessity, experimental treatment, or 
similar exclusion or limit, then either explain scientific or clinical 
judgment for the determination, applying the terms of the plan to the 
claimant's medical circumstances, or state the plan will provide such 
explanation free of charge upon request

• Prior regulations included these requirements, and DOL intended for them to be 
“subsumed into” the “discussion of the decision requirement,” so DOL omitted in 
proposed regulations 

• DOL restored in final regulations to avoid being “misinterpreted by some as 
eliminating that requirement (especially with the group health plan claims 
procedures continuing to have that explicit requirement).” 81 Fed. Reg. at 92320 
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Notice and Disclosure Enhancements

Access to Claim File and Internal Protocols

• Notify claimant in denial letters of the right to review entire claim file 

• Explicitly required in the proposed regulations, but DOL omitted from 
final regulations, reasoning that the requirement already existed

• “The Department also agrees that the new text . . .  on rights to review the claims 
file and to present evidence is unnecessary in the disability claims procedure 
regulation because those rights already exist under the current Section 503 
regulation. Accordingly, because that provision in the proposal would not have 
added new substantive requirements, the Department has deleted the provision 
from the final rule.” 81 Fed. Reg. at 92325 (underscore added)
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Notice and Disclosure Enhancements

Access to Claim File and Internal Protocols

• Although requirement does not appear in the final regulations, DOL still 
views notice of the right to review claim file as a mandatory element of 
[all – not just disability?] claim letters

• “The changes from the proposal should not be viewed, however, as in any way restricting 
claimant’s rights to documents, records, or other information under the regulation, or to 
restrict claimant’s rights to present evidence. For example, in the Department’s view, if the 
plan or claims adjudicator maintains a claims file or other similar compilation of documents, 
records, and other information, such a file by definition would constitute relevant materials 
and be subject to mandatory disclosure under the final rule.” 81 Fed. Reg. at 92325

• DOL’s December 2016 Fact Sheet on regulations emphasizes, “Benefit denial notices must 
include a statement that the claimant is entitled to receive, upon request, the entire claim 
file and other relevant documents.”  
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Notice and Disclosure Enhancements

Access to Claim File and Internal Protocols

• Include with every claim and appeal denial letter the plan’s specific internal rules, guidelines, 
protocols, standard or other similar criteria relied upon in denying the claim or appeal or state 
such plan rules, guidelines, protocols, standards or other similar criteria do not exist
• Prior regulations make those materials available upon request

• Per DOL, new affirmative obligation to include protocols with denial letters: 
• Reinforces “compliance with the administrative processes and safeguards designed to ensure and verify that 

benefit claim determinations have been made in accordance with governing plan documents and that those 
provisions have been applied consistently with respect to similarly situated claimants” 81 Fed. Reg. at 92323

• Requires claim adjudicator, “on request, to verify that the plan has produced all the internal rules, guidelines, 
protocols, standards or other similar criteria concerning the denied claim that were or should have been 
considered in deciding the claim” 81 Fed. Reg. at 92323

• Precludes “assertion that the information is proprietary or constitutes confidential business information” 81 Fed. 
Reg. at 92324
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Notice and Disclosure Enhancements

Notice of New Evidence and Opportunity to 
Respond Before Final Adverse Decision

• Before issuing the final adverse benefit determination (denial of final administrative 
appeal), plans must send the claimant any new or additional evidence considered, 
relied upon, or generated by the plan, as well as any new or additional rationales
• Intended to parallel requirement applicable to final appeal decisions on medical benefit claims under the ACA

• Claim adjudicator must furnish evidence or rationale to the claimant as soon as 
possible and within sufficient time to afford the claimant time to respond before 
sending the final denial notice 
• Disclosure is required at the point the plan has decided to deny the appeal based (in whole or in part) on the 

new evidence or rationale

• Rule does not require disclosure of the “information in a piecemeal fashion without knowing whether, and if so 
how, that information may affect the decision” 81 Fed. Reg. at 92326
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Notice and Disclosure Enhancements

Notice of New Evidence and Opportunity to 
Respond Before Final Adverse Decision

• Plan will not satisfy the rules – and will not provide a full and fair review - if, instead 
of disclosing the new evidence or rationale prior to issuing the final appeal decision, 
it:
• Notifies the claimant the new evidence or rationale is available on request

• Permits claimant to bring voluntary appeal based on new evidence or new rationale

• “It was and continues to be the view of the Department that claimants are deprived 
of a full and fair review, as required by section 503 of ERISA, when they are prevented 
from responding, at the administrative stage level, to all evidence and rationales.” 81 
Fed. Reg. at 92324-25

• DOL has not defined “new evidence” or “new rationale,” but intends for broad 
application of those terms
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Notice and Disclosure Enhancements

Culturally and Linguistically Appropriate Notices

• Plans must furnish adverse benefit determinations (both initial and on appeal) in a 
“culturally and linguistically appropriate manner”  
• Objective is “for plan fiduciaries to provide disability benefit claimants with the requisite level and amount of 

assistance necessary to assist the claimants in understanding their rights and obligations so that they can 
effectively file claims and appeals in pursuing a claim for disability benefits” 81 Fed. Reg. at 92329

• Parallels language and tagline requirements for medical benefit claims under the ACA

• Where claimant resides in a US county with 10% or more of the population literate 
only same non-English language, claim and appeal denial notices must include a 
statement “prominently displayed” in that non-English identifying how to access 
language services provided by the plan
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Notice and Disclosure Enhancements

Culturally and Linguistically Appropriate Notices

• Plan must provide “customer assistance process” for the applicable 
counties (see Department of Health and Human Services National CLAS 
Standards), comprising: 
• Oral language services, such as a telephone hotline, in the applicable non-English language

• Upon request, written translation of claim and appeal notices in the applicable non-English 
language 

• According to DOL, existing SPD rules mandate language accommodations 
beyond claim and appeal communications: 
• SPD rules (29 C.F.R. § 2520.102-2(c)) require plans “to offer assistance (which could include 

language services)” such that participants will understand their “rights and obligations under the 
plan” 81 Fed. Reg. at 92329

• Thus, per DOL, non-English speakers can be eligible for language services under either the new 
disability rules or § 2520.102-2(c), depending on the circumstances
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Process Enhancements

Independence and Impartiality of Claim Adjudicators
• Plans must ensure all claims and appeals are adjudicated in a way that 

claim decision-makers are independent and impartial claims’ decision-
makers 
• Parallels requirements for medical benefit claims under the ACA

• Plans cannot base hiring, promotion, retention or compensation on the 
likelihood that an individual will support a denial of benefits
• Prohibits bonuses based on the number of denied claims

• Prohibits engaging medical or other experts based on their reputations “for outcomes in contested 
cases” instead of their professional qualifications  81 Fed. Reg. at 92319
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Process Enhancements

Independence and Impartiality of Claim Adjudicators
• Prohibition on hiring and compensation practices based on proclivity for 

denying claims is not limited to persons the plan engages directly
• Applies to individuals hired or paid by third party plan service providers to decide or provide 

expertise in the resolution of claims (e.g., physician or nurse hired by insurer to evaluate 
claimants, vocational expert)

• Plans must “take steps to” assure themselves (e.g., in service provider agreement and in 
monitoring performance) third party service providers are not making hiring, promotion, 
compensation or termination decisions based on an individual’s propensity to deny claims or 
support the claim denials  81 Fed. Reg. at 92320

• DOL declined to specify quantifiable or other standards for applying this 
rule
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Process Enhancements

Strict Adherence to Claims Rules / Deemed Exhaustion
• Regulation states explicitly where a plan fails to adhere strictly to the 

claims procedure rules, then the claimant is deemed to have exhausted 
administrative remedies 
• Stricter than “substantial compliance” standard

• Likely litigation effect of deemed exhaustion / deemed denial is 
application of de novo standard of review
• “If a claimant chooses to pursue remedies under section 502(a) of the Act under such 

circumstances, the claim or appeal is deemed denied on review without the exercise of discretion 
by an appropriate fiduciary.” 29 C.F.R. § 2560-503.1(l)(2)(i)

• No deference to claim administrator’s decisions with regard to the claim

• Parallels standard for medical benefit claims under the ACA
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Process Enhancements

Strict Adherence to Claims Rules / Deemed Exhaustion
• “Limited” exception to “strict compliance standard” if error is:

• de minimis

• non-prejudicial to claimant

• attributable to good cause or matters outside the plan’s control

• made in the course of an ongoing good-faith exchange of information; and 

• not reflective of a pattern or practice of noncompliance

• Upon request from the claimant, within 10 days the plan must furnish a 
written explanation of the violation, describing any grounds the violation 
warrants an exception to the deemed exhaustion rule
• If a court rejects the claimant’s request for immediate review of the sufficiency of the explanation, 

claim is considered re-filed on appeal as of date the plan receives the court’s decision
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Process Enhancements

Coverage Rescissions Deemed Adverse Benefit 
Determinations

• Regulations expand the definition of adverse benefit determination to 
include a disability coverage rescission  
• Retroactive cancellation, reduction, discontinuation of coverage

• Applies even where the rescission did not have an adverse effect on a 
particular benefit at the time

• Rescission is not considered an adverse benefit determination where 
cancellation or discontinuation is due to failure to pay premiums for 
coverage
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Process Enhancements

Coverage Rescissions Deemed Adverse Benefit 
Determinations
• Retroactive reduction or termination of disability pension benefits under 

ERISA § 305 (benefit reduction or elimination by a multiemployer plan in 
critical status) is not a rescission of coverage under this rule
• Except where a retroactive reduction or termination under ERISA § 305 results from the plan’s 

determination that, at the time disability pension benefits were reduced or terminated, the 
claimant was not disabled under the plan’s disability definition 

• “If the claims adjudicator must make a determination of disability in order 
to decide a claim, the claim must be treated as a disability claim for 
purposes of the Section 503 Regulation.” 81 Fed. Reg. at 92328
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What Steps Need to be Taken to Comply 
and Any Recommended Practices
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For All Plans Distributing Benefits Incident to a 
Disability
• Insofar as the plan sponsor maintains any of the following plan documents, evaluate 

whether the provisions regarding disability determinations and disability-related 
claims and appeals require revision for compliance:
• Long-term disability benefit plans, and short-term disability benefit plans not considered payroll 

practices

• Welfare plans (“wrap plans”) encompassing a long-term disability benefit plan

• Retirement plans permitting disability determinations 

• Non-qualified deferred compensation plans permitting disability determinations

• If the plan administrator (often the employer) maintains the SPD applicable to the 
above plans, evaluate whether the provisions regarding disability claims and appeals 
require revision for compliance
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For Fully-Insured Welfare Plans

• Insurer should have already updated content of its claim and appeal notices 
and claim and appeal processes to be effective for claims submitted on and 
after April 1 (or sooner)
• Recommended Practice: Contact insurer and request on behalf of the plan administrator or named 

fiduciary confirmation of compliance, which may include request to review template claim and 
appeal denial notices  

• Even if all fiduciary authority over claims and appeals is delegated to the insurer, in discussing the 
independence and impartiality of claim adjudicators,  DOL notes the fiduciary duty of “ongoing 
monitoring” of plan service providers (81 Fed. Reg. at 92320)
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For Self-Funded Welfare Plans Administered by Third 
Parties
• TPA should have already updated content of its claim and appeal notices and 

claim and appeal processes to be effective for claims submitted on and after 
April 1 (or sooner)
• Recommended Practice: Contact TPA and request on behalf of the plan administrator or named 

fiduciary confirmation of compliance, which may include request to review template claim and 
appeal denial notices  

• Even if all fiduciary authority over claims and appeals is delegated to the insurer, in discussing the 
independence and impartiality of claim adjudicators,  DOL notes the fiduciary duty of “ongoing 
monitoring” of plan service providers (81 Fed. Reg. at 92320)
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For Self-Funded Welfare Plans With Self-
Administration
• Review content claim and appeal notices to ascertain whether they include:
• In claim notices: claimant’s right, upon request and free of charge, to receive reasonable access to, 

and copies of, all documents records, and other information relevant to the claim – including the 
entire claim file

• Appeal notices should already include this language, but may need updating with to state right to 
claim file

• In appeal notices: any contractual limitation period applicable to claimant’s right to bring an action –
must be customizable to state the calendar date on which the contractual limitation period expires

• In claim and appeal notices: a section identifying applicable internal rules, protocols, etc. and 
permitting statement the rules or protocols do not exist

• In claim and appeal notices: a Discussion of the Decision section, including explanation of 
disagreement with treating professionals, plan experts and any proffered Social Security 
Administration decision
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For Self-Funded Welfare Plans With Self-
Administration
• Evaluate claim and appeal administration processes ascertain whether:
• Claims adjudicators are prepared to notify the claimant before denying an appeal based on new 

evidence or new rationales, providing sufficient time for the claimant to respond before furnishing 
final decision

• Emphasize the applicable regulatory deadlines for furnishing decisions on appeals

• Emphasize DOL’s broad interpretation of new evidence and new rationales

• Non-English language assistance is available to participants in applicable counties (see National CLAS 
Standards) 

• Incentives or penalties exist based on an individual’s propensity to deny claims or support denials

• Educate fiduciaries (e.g., committee members) and all employees involved with claims 
involving disability determinations on the most current requirements under DOL and 
plan’s claim procedures
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For Retirement Plans

• If the plan relies on a determination of disability made by the Social Security 
Administration or the plan sponsor’s long-term disability insurer, then the plan 
administrator does not have a concern

• If a third-party trustee, custodian or recordkeeper makes disability determinations, 
the third-party should have already updated content of its disability-related benefit 
claim and appeal notices and claim and appeal processes to be effective for claims 
submitted on and after April 1 (or sooner)
• Recommended Practice: Contact trustee, custodian or recordkeeper and request on behalf of the 

plan administrator or named fiduciary confirmation of compliance, which may include request to 
review template claim and appeal denial notices  

• Even if all fiduciary authority over claims and appeals is delegated to the insurer, in discussing the 
independence and impartiality of claim adjudicators,  DOL notes the fiduciary duty of “ongoing 
monitoring” of plan service providers (81 Fed. Reg. at 92320)
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For Self-Administered Retirement Plans

• Review content claim and appeal notices to ascertain whether they include:
• In claim notices: claimant’s right, upon request and free of charge, to receive reasonable access to, 

and copies of, all documents records, and other information relevant to the claim – including the 
entire claim file

• Appeal notices should already include this language, but may need updating with to state right to 
claim file

• In appeal notices: any contractual limitation period applicable to claimant’s right to bring an action –
must be customizable to state the calendar date on which the contractual limitation period expires

• In claim and appeal notices: a section identifying applicable internal rules, protocols, etc. and 
permitting statement the rules or protocols do not exist

• In claim and appeal notices: a Discussion of the Decision section, including explanation of 
disagreement with treating professionals, plan experts and any proffered Social Security 
Administration decision
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For Self-Administered Retirement Plans

• Evaluate claim and appeal administration processes ascertain whether:

• Claims adjudicators are prepared to notify the claimant before denying an appeal based on new 
evidence or new rationales, providing sufficient time for the claimant to respond before furnishing 
final decision

• Emphasize the applicable regulatory deadlines for furnishing decisions on appeals

• Emphasize DOL’s broad interpretation of new evidence and new rationales

• Non-English language assistance is available to participants in applicable counties (see National CLAS 
Standards) 

• Incentives or penalties exist based on an individual’s propensity to deny claims or support denials

• Educate fiduciaries (e.g., committee members) and all employees involved with claims 
involving disability determinations on the most current requirements under DOL and 
plan’s claim procedures
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What’s Next?
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Possible Impacts

• Cost increases . . . 
• To manage additional steps?

• To defend against lawsuits?

• To hire independent reviewers?

• Leading to premium increases?
• Employers will reduce or eliminate disability coverage

• Employees will bear greater % of premium cost

• Efforts to remove disability plans from ERISA’s reach (e.g. voluntary 
benefits)
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Possible Impacts

• Will rules prolong the resolution of claims by requiring an extended 
exchange of information?

• Will more claimants skip right to court, under the argument that plan has 
not “strictly” complied with procedures?

• DOL Audits?

• Legal challenges to regulations?
• Did DOL exceed authority and act contrary to congressional intent?
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Questions?
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